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come in and out and try to make a graph and showing just exactly how it pro9

ceeded. He would never however, in this way come to a full understanding of

the train system. Just as he worked out a mathematical arrangement to ex

plain the times when the trains come in and out and to put it all in a definite

curve, he would find that a new schedule was out And there was a different

train system altogebher, or he would find that there had been a change made in
of

the hours of employment or possibly a city which previously bad been great

importante and received many trains had for some economic reason declined in

importance and fewer trains were going to it and more to a different city. He

could not work out any system of human logic or human understanding which would

explain the way the trains came in and out of the station unless he knew facts

far distance from him about hours of employment in different places, about the

relative importance of different cities, festivals which might be held here or

there, special reasons that would cause changes in the arrangement of the

trah system. Now if he were to take a long time investigating all of these

facts, he pro ably could figure out Approximately how the train system ought

to be according to his judgement, but even that would not determine how it is,

for I suppose no two people would agree exactly on how the train system ought

to be arranged.

If a person wants to learn how the trains run and whn they come, there is

one way todo it, one reaonable way, and that is to get a time table of the

train system. He may have to study the symbols, he may have to learn the

meanings of the different statements, but when he has it he has an understandig
and

of the system arrangements, the time table gives him a clue as to how to

adapt his plans in such a way as to use the railroad station to the best ad

vantage. There are books put out which explain about a railaroad or about a

library or something else, explain details as to how it is run and put out by

those who are in charge. If we can get such a hand book, we have the very

best means of learning about the meaning and importance of the different as

pects and their relation one to another.
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